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CAST

JOY BILLOWS, an elderly autocrat ........................................ Kathy Austin (W, F)

CARENE PIKE, her housekeeper ........................................ Jane Mortensen (W, F)

MISS WORDSWORTH, head teacher at the Church school .................. Patti Merril (W, F)

GEDE, the vicar ................................................................. Robert Downs (W, S)

UPFOLD, the mayor ............................................................ Richard Lee (W, F)

PERINTENDENT BUDD, of the police ....................................... Walter Rudolph (W, S)

a butcher's shophand ......................................................... Martin Green (W, F)

ANCY, from the bakery ....................................................... Nita McKenzie (W, F)

BERT HERRING, from the greengrocer's .................................. Terry McCombs (W, F)

N. HERRING, Albert's mother ............................................... Lois Johnson (W, F)

MIE ................................................................. Kristine Watt (W, S)

) ............................................................. Christine Piper (W, S)

Village children .............................................................. Georgia Fairbanks (W, F)

) .............................................................. Elizabeth Cannon (W, S)

ERRY .............................................................. Cathy Honeycutt (W, F)

) ............................................................. Elizabeth Laycock (W, S)

action of the opera takes place at Loxford, a small market town in East Suffolk, during April and May of the year 1900.

THE STORY

Act I

Scene I:
The morning room of Lady Billows's house. Florence Pike tidies the room for the arrival of the May Queen Festival Committee: Miss Wordsworth, the vicar, the mayor, and the superintendent—all self-appointed guardians of virtue and righteousness. Lady Billows enters, goes the committeemen over the deplorable state of the town's morals. The committee futilely attempts to nominate a May Queen, but all nominees are swiftly rejected by the Lady. Finally, they decide to elect a May King, and Albert Herrng, from the greengrocer's, a paragon of virtue and firmly tied to his mother's strings, is forthwith selected. A jaunty orchestral interlude leads to the scene.

Scene II:
Mrs. Herring's greengrocer's shop. With no one tending the shop, the kids—Emmie, Gis, and Harry—seize the opportunity to steal apples. Sid discovers them and throws them out. Albert enters and is tempted by Sid to indulge himself in poaching and other forbidden pleasures. Nancy arrives looking for Sid, who should be tending the butcher shop, and they make a date for a moonlight walk. The Festival Committee descends on the shop and announces to Mrs. Herring the honor, which includes a cash prize of £25, that is to be bestowed upon Albert. Mum is overjoyed but Albert makes it clear that he wants no part of it, whereupon Mum soundly beats him with a broom and sends him to bed.

INTERMISSION

Act II

Scene I:
The interior of a small marquee set up in the vicarage garden. While Albert is being crowned at the church, a banquet is prepared for the festivities and Miss Wordsworth rehearses the children in preparation for the arrival of the committee. Sid mischievously laces Albert's glass of lemonade with rum. Everyone gathers for the Festival, the anthem is sung, flowers are presented, speeches are made, and toasts are drunk. While Albert downs his lemonade, Wagner's Tristan and Isolde motive wells up from the orchestra, and the May King, made merry by the unaccustomed spirits, guls sans enthusiasm, only to develop wilding (hicups). Remedies are suggested, Albert is cured, and the feast continues noisily. During an orchestral interlude, the exuberant music dissipates and the mood is changed to the serenity of a May night.

Scene II:
The greengrocer's shop. Albert returns home in a jovial and noisy mood, recalling the banquet and the lemonade. A whistle outside tells him that Nan and Sid have met for their evening's pleasures. Their comments awaken in Albert an awareness of his forlorn and dull existence. After some deep soul-searching and with sudden resolve, he hurries out of the shop in search of adventure. Mum enters, pleasantly wearied by the day's excitement. Thinking her dear boy already asleep, she closes the shop and goes to bed.

INTERMISSION

Act III

Scene I:
The greengrocer's shop. The next day Albert is not to be found. Patrols are formed, the countryside is scoured, and everyone is in a frenzy thinking he has met with tragedy. Nan is miserable for what was done only in fun, and Lady Billows is determined to call in Scotland Yard. The crushed orange-blossom wreath of the May King is found, and all hope is abandoned for Albert. A mournful dirge is sung to his memory, only to be interrupted by Albert who has reappeared, unperturbed but disheveled. He is met with a clamor of rebuke and after a thorough tongue-lashing is allowed to explain his absence. He describes a night of drunken disorderliness and his overly coddled past which led to this wild explosion. Politely, Albert thanks the committee for providing him money to taste life. Everyone is horrified at his tale except Nan, Sid, and the kids, who rejoice in Albert's newly acquired freedom.
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